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Critical Pair Identification works as a potential assistive tool for human air traffic 
controllers by identifying potentially dangerous situations that are not detected by proposed 
automated separation assurance systems. This concept specifically considers conflicts that 
might arise if aircraft unexpectedly deviate from their planned flight path in the near future. 
Five metrics of the critical pair concept, Critical Pair Count, Time to Risk Exposure, Lead 
Time, Risk Exposure Duration and Blunder Sensitivity Index, have been developed and 
mathematically defined to characterize the safety level of an aircraft pair or a volume of air 
space. Algorithm that computes proposed metrics is developed in the study. The metrics 
are calculated in four-aircraft test scenario simulation and the results have shown that 
aircraft pairs that have separated by automated separation assurance tools may still have 




CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
In Advanced Airspace Concept, several separation assurance tools were proposed and 
constructed (Erzberger, 2004). These tools detect potential conflicts between aircraft based 
on their predicted trajectories and do not account for unexpected blunders aircraft could 
make during their flights. However, there has been no conflict detection & separation 
assurance tool developed that considers unexpected blunders of aircraft which could induce 
a very quick change of system state (Landry, Lagu, & Kinnari, 2010; Landry & Lagu, n.d.). 
Critical Pair Identification, originally known as Intensity Control Measure (Landry, 2012), 
works as a potential assistive tool for human air traffic controllers by identifying potentially 
dangerous situations that are not detected by proposed automated separation assurance 
systems. This concept specifically considers conflicts that might arise if aircraft 
unexpectedly deviate from their planned flight path in the near future (Figure 1). But in 
previous studies of Intensity Control/Critical Pair Identification (Landry, 2012; 
Surakitbanharn, 2014), only one metric of this concept has been proposed. The proposed 
 
Developing and fulfilling other metrics of Critical Pair Identification concept will be the 




Figure 1 Critical Pair Identification Concept (Landry, 2012) 
potential conflict by defining and developing five metrics of the concept. The five metrics 
are:  
1. Minimum Time Available to Undesired State, 
2. Lead Time, 
3. Risk Exposure Duration, 
4. Blunder Area Size and, 
5. Distance from Z Axis to Blunder Area. 
They have been developed and mathematically defined to characterize the safety level 
of an aircraft pair or a volume of air space. 
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As for the structure of this paper, six chapters will be included and organized as follows: 
 In Chapter 2, past and present research that are related is reviewed and discussed. 
 In Chapter 3, methods used to define the metrics are introduced. 
 In Chapter 4, related methods used and model developed are detailed introduced and 
discussed. 
 In Chapter 5, limitations and future work directions will be discussed. 
 In Chapter 6, the study will be concluded.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The main purpose of air traffic control (ATC) is to optimize the flow of air traffic and 
to separate aircraft to prevent conflicts both in the air and on the ground (Alonso et al., 
2013). The system consists of a series of subsystems based on the ground, including radar; 
automated data processing, navigation and communications equipment; and ATC facilities. 
These subsystems work cooperatively to support all phases of air traffic operating in US 
airspace. The ATC system also includes FAA employees who manage, operate and 
maintain ATC equipment and facilities.  
The task of air traffic control, stated by Wickens in his study (Wickens, Mavor, J 
McGee, & National Research Council (U. S.). Panel on Human Factors in Air Traffic 
Control Automation, 1997), can be described as several phases. They are considered as: 
ground operations from the gate to the taxiway to the runway, takeoff and climb operations 
to reach a cruising altitude, cross-country flight to the destination, approach and landing 
operations at the destination, and finally, taxi back to the gate (or other point of unloading). 




Figure 2 Phases in Air Traffic Control Operations. Source: Adapted from Wickens 
(1997) 
The air traffic control is accomplished by three general classes of controllers, ground 
and local controllers, radar controllers and en route controllers. They each resident in 
different sort of control facilities. The ground and local controllers handle aircraft on the 
taxiways and runways including takeoffs and landings. Radar controllers handle the 
departure and approach control in general. In departure control, they guide aircraft from 
their takeoff to their cruising path at the origin. While in the approach control, they guide 
the aircraft through the busy airspace to land at the destination. The region that radar 
controllers have in control is referred to as a terminal radar control area or TRACON. En 
route controllers working in the air route traffic control center (ARTCC) and manage the 
flow of traffic that are between the TRACON areas. On top of that, the overall flow of 
aircraft across the entire United States is controlled by the Air Traffic Control System 
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Command Center in Virginia. In addition to the stated above, oceanic control for overseas 
flights and military controllers are also separate elements of the whole air traffic control 
system. 
The predicted increase in the number of aircraft in the U.S. national airspace system 
(NAS) is likely to exceed the capability of the air traffic control system currently in 
operation. In the effort to improve the traffic capacity, federal government and other service 
providers are investigating Next Generation Air Transportation, as a new concept of 
operation. The concept demands integrating new technologies into the current air traffic 
system structure.  
Next Generation Air Transportation is a modernization effort initialed by FAA for the 
-based ATC system into a system that uses satellite 
based navigation and other advanced technology. This multi-year transformation effort will 
introduce new technologies and leverage existing technologies to affect and improve the 
elements of NAS. 
The Advanced Airspace Concept (AAC), which utilizes automated separation 
assurance, represents one of the most mature concept of air traffic control of the next 
generation air transportation system. It was formally published by NASA as a proposal to 
ystem, there are three major components 
working together to help maintain proper aircraft separation. Thus safety issues like 
collisions and near-mid-air-collisions (NMACs) are avoided to maintain system safety. 
The three components are autoresolver, tactical separation assisted flight environment 
(TSAFE) and the automated collision avoidance system (ACAS) (Erzberger, Lauderdale, 




Figure 3 Illustration of AAC 
TSAFE and the autoresolver work together to predict and resolve future losses of 
separation between pairs of aircraft. The autoresolver works as a strategic separation 
assurance component detecting conflicts range from 5 minutes to 2 hours ahead. While the 
TSAFE works as a tactical resolution, it specially considers conflicts range from 0 to 5 
minutes ahead. In the proposed ideal situation these systems will work together to predict 
and detect future conflicts between aircraft pairs and generate resolve for these conflicts. 
As a centralized system, the AAC collects status parameters (aircraft position and 
velocity) and aircraft flight plan information in a particular airspace. Ground automation 
detects collisions, generates resolution, and then transmits the resolution to the aircraft over 
upward data link. For equipped airplanes, the flight crew is responsible for receiving and 
executing the uplink trajectories (roles similar to today) within the specified tolerances. 
However, i intensity control concept (Landry, 2012), the deficiency 




performances during normal operations. Human tend to be distracted from task 
performance if the system is in a computer guidance option selection level of automation. 
Additionally, computer selection was never out performed levels of automation with 
human generation and selection of options. The author further pointed out that the 
 associated 
with a task while still keeping the operator involved in current operations appears to be 
 Researches even suggested that with higher level of 
upervise the 
system (Parasuraman, Sheridan, & Wickens, 2000; Lee, 2008; Kaber & Endsley, 2004). 
That also calls for intensity control concept as a method of supervising the system safety 
that keeps human-in-the-loop (Surakitbanharn, 2014). 
Intensity Control Measure (Intensity Measure), as a concept originated by, is a 
preemptive way of detecting and recognizing potential conflict between aircraft in civil 
 
Kinnari, 2010; Landry & Lagu, n.d.), Intensity Measure algorithm examines all the possible 
unexpected heading change blunders that the own-ship aircraft can take. It then calculates 
the least time the aircraft pair would take to get into any Undesired State (such as a near 
mid- besides this 
concept itself, other current separation assurance or conflict detection systems do not 
trajectories. With the rapid and drastic increasing of airspace traffic capacity in Next 
Generation airspace system (Surakitbanharn, 2014; Erzberger, 2004), it is reasonably 
10 
 
demanded of a system that can fill the gap of passive conflict detection and solving systems 
(Surakitbanharn, 2014; Landry, 2012). 
Operational concept of the ntensity  added Advanced Airspace Concept 
system was then proposed . In addition to the function of original AAC 
system, ontrol  system presents a critical aircraft pair list to the controller. The 
controller evaluates these pairs and determine whether to take any action. A display 
example was also given in the study. For each pair of identified aircraft, traffic controller 
could have several resolving options to choose from in a drop down menu. This menu 
includes options such as auto resolving potential conflict, manual resolving or even 
ignoring the potential problem. 
 controller function for 
NextGen scenarios with increased capacity. The study used an Intensity value calculation 
algorithm as the tool to examine if it is possible for an air traffic controller to manage to 
keep high intensity pair (HIP) number below 18 under current, 1.5 times of current, 2 times 
and 3 times of current air traffic capacity. 18 pairs of aircraft are considered and tested to 
be the most one air traffic controller can handle at the same time. The study gave negative 
answer by showing more than 18 HIP under increased air traffic capacity condition. The 




4. The heading change rate and/or vertical speed will not change during the 
deviation. The heading change rate is limited between 0 and 4.5° per second 
and the heading change range is from -90° to 90 
The calculation algorithm in previous work assumes that when own-ship aircraft 
deviates the other aircraft remains its heading unchanged. It has been refined in this study. 
Since th
dead reckoning its heading is no longer necessary and inaccurate.  
3.1.2 Model 
Static ntensity value  was calculated ut by fully adopting 
the equations that were used in that study, the author of this paper 
results on some other scenarios. A deeper look was taken into the equations and a minor 
flaw was found. The mathematical model has been reconstructed and optimized with the 
use of MATLAB. The modified model is shown as follows: 
 
 
                
                   
 
 








So it can be written as: 
 
Then, the Min. Time Available to Undesired State could be written as: 
 
A lot of times  may be larger than  the Threshold Time, indicating that even in the 
worst situation there is still enough time for the system to response safely. When  is 
smaller than , at least there is one time instant at which the system would not have 
sufficient time to respond to certain unexpected deviation. Certainly, if there are more than 
one time instant at which  is smaller than , then how many such time instants there are 
is also important to know. This question will be addressed by Risk Exposure Duration 
metric. 
3.2.2 Lead Time (  
Lead Time measures the amount of time between current moment and when first time 
the curve crosses the threshold time line occurs. This metric gives information on how far 
  




3.2.3 Risk Exposure Duration ( ) 
As was mentioned in the Min. Time Available to Undesired State section, Risk 
Exposure Duration measures the amount of time the aircraft pair is under risk of not being 
able to have sufficient time responding to unexpected deviations. Other than being in the 
 is the amount of time the aircraft pair has, there are 
situations when  is larger than  but smaller than . In situations like this, the aircraft 
pair will still have inadequate time to escape from the predicted Undesired State. 
This metric can still be shown in the diagrams below in figure 8. 
Risk Exposure Duration can be written as:   
Note that sometimes in this equation  may not even exist. In such cases when 
 do not exist, the value of  is defined as zero. When , there will be 
enough time for the system to respond at any moment. Do that it also is consistent with 






    
Like in the last metric, there are still fixed minimum and maximum values for this 
metric. The minimum is 0 which means that the blunder area is covering right on the origin 
of  and  plane. The maximum happens when the blunder area is at the far most corner 
of that plane, makes it . 
This metric together with Blunder Area Size , characterize the blunder sensitivity 






The columns are simulation time instant, airspeed, heading, latitude, longitude and 
altitude of the aircraft. Each row in the cell represents parameters of one aircraft. And each 
cell of data contains parameters for all aircraft for one time instant. 








detected t values lower than the 100 seconds, the Threshold Time. This indicates that 
Critical Pair Identification concept is capable of detecting potential collisions that could 
not be detected by other current conflict detection tools. 
From looking at the Min. Time to NMAC plot, we can notice that for aircraft #1 and 
#3 pair, the metric values are basically asymmetric. Which means that when AC3 is 
considered as the aircraft that would initiate a blunder (shown by the blue circle in the plot), 
the risk is almost immediate. But when AC1 is considered as the blunder aircraft, the Min. 
Time to NMAC value is very high above the threshold time. 
In the table of computation results of metrics, aircraft #3 and #1 pair has the least  
value, which is 71.8 seconds. For this metric, the smaller the value, the worse the situation. 
Among all the pairs of aircraft, AC3 and AC1 pair has a 21 seconds of lead time, which 
makes this pair look more critical in the sense that in the very short future if AC3 were to 
blunder, there will be an NMAC threat. Besides this pair, all other pairs have lead time 
over at least 12 seconds. The smaller the value, the closer the risk is from current moment. 
The longest Risk Exposure Duration is between aircraft #2 and #1 pair of 47 seconds. 
For this metric, the larger the value, the worse the situation. 
For the Blunder Area Size metric, it can be noticed that although aircraft #3 and #1 pair 
has very short lead time, but their  value is also very small. Meaning that the smaller the 
value, the less critical the pair of aircraft is. 
For  metric, the smaller the value, the easier the aircraft pair get into Undesired State. 
It can be noticed here that aircraft #2 and #1 pair has a relatively low value of when at 
the same time longest risk exposure duration and second lowest minimum time to NMAC. 




n, the number of aircraft in an airspace is growing. So there may not be enough time for 








Identification. However, this value need to be specially validated and better established in 
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Appendix A Critical Pair Identification Algorithm 
time_step = 15; 
times = [0: time_step :200]; 
u=1; 
Concat_time = []; 
 
phivct = -90 : 1 : 90; % Numerate all the phi from negative to positive; negative equals 
to left turns and vise versa. 
phidotvct =0 : 0.5 : 4.5; % Numearta all the turn rates ....According to the general 
charateristics of air crafts, gratter than 4.5 degrees per second will lead to stall... 
D=500; % D is the distance within which we consider two ACs have already collided. 
 
Time_min = cell(1,size(datamatrix_hist,2));%size(datamatrix_hist,2)); 
Time_b = cell(1,size(datamatrix_hist,2)); 




    tmp_matrix =  datamatrix_hist{i}; 
     
    allatpre = tmp_matrix( : , 4 ); 
    allonpre = tmp_matrix( : , 5 ); 
    allat = allatpre'; 
    allon = allonpre'; 
     
    templat = min ( allat ); % get the minimum from the vector 
    templon = min ( allon ); % so as lon 
     
    tmp_matrix(: , 4) = (tmp_matrix (: , 4) - templat) * 60 * 6076.12; 
    tmp_matrix(: , 5) = (tmp_matrix (: , 5) - templon) * 60 * 6076.12; 
     
    datamatrix_new{1,i} = tmp_matrix; 
    %     datamatrix_new{1,i}(: , 1) = 800; 
end 
 
%     if(t==0) 
%         t=t+1; 
%     end 
 
for j=1:size(datamatrix_new,2) 
     




    k = 0; % Count of each pair of AC. 
    M = 0; % Count of each time the disriminant greater than 0. 
    %     O = 0; 
    R = 0; 
    Time_min{j} = zeros(6,7); 
     
    for s = 1:N % AC 1 (Initiates blunder). 
        for q = 1:N % AC 2 (stays on the original path). 
            if(q ~= s) 
                tmp = 1000000; 
                result = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
                k = k + 1; 
                for c1 = 1:size(phivct,2) % c1 denotes the location of current phi in the 
phi_array. 
                    phi = phivct(c1); % Setting current phi to variable phi. 
                    for d1 = 1 : size ( phidotvct, 2) % d1 is the location of current phidot. 
                        phidot = phidotvct ( d1 ); 
                         
                        v1 = datamatrix_new{j}(s,2); % Setting parameters of AC 1. 
                        theta1 = datamatrix_new{j}(s,3); 
                        x1 = datamatrix_new{j}(s,4); 
                        y1 = datamatrix_new{j}(s,5); 
                        Alt1 = datamatrix_new{j}(s,6); 
                        %                             climbrate1 = datamatrix_new{j}(s,7);%difines the 
vertical speed 
                         
                        v2 = datamatrix_new{j}(q,2); % Parameters of AC 2. 
                        theta2 = datamatrix_new{j}(q,3); 
                        x2 = datamatrix_new{j}(q,4); 
                        y2 = datamatrix_new{j}(q,5); 
                        Alt2 = datamatrix_new{j}(q,6); 
                        %                             climbrate2 = datamatrix_new{j}(q,7); 
                         
                        k1= v1 * cosd(theta1 + phi) - v2 * cosd(theta2); 
                        k2= ( sign(phi) * (180/ pi ) * (v1/phidot) .* (sind(theta1 + phi) - 
sind(theta1))) - sign(phi) * v1 * (phi./phidot) .* cosd(theta1 + phi) + y1 - y2; 
                        k3= v1 * sind(theta1 + phi) - v2 * sind(theta2); 
                        k4= ( sign(phi) * (180/ pi ) * (v1/phidot) .*(cosd(theta1) - cosd(theta1 + 
phi))) - sign(phi) * v1 * (phi./phidot) .* sind(theta1 + phi) + x1 - x2; 
                        k5 = k1^2 + k3^2; 
                        k6 = 2 * ( k1 * k2 + k3 * k4 ); 
                        k7 = k2^2 + k4^2 - D^2; 
                         
                        p = [ k5 k6 k7 ]; % Equation : k5 * t^2 + k6 * t + k7 = 0, where t is the 




                         
                        %                             if ( size(datamatrix_new{j},2) == 6 )%For situations 
when dataset doesn't contain the seventh column 
                        climbrate1=0; 
                        climbrate2=0; 
                        %                             end 
                         
                        if ( k6^2 - ( 4 * k5 * k7 ) > 0) % Disriminant test, only consider situations 
when Delta greater than 0. 
                            M = M + 1; 
                            if ( min(roots(p)) > abs(phi)/phidot ) % Situations when the smaller 
root is larger than time needed to complete the full turn (phi/phidot). 
                                Time = min(roots(p)); % Setting this temporary Time to be the 
time/60..then...Converts to minutes... 
                                phirange{k,j}(M,:) = [s q phi phidot Time Time/60]; 
                                phirange{k,j}(phirange{k,j}(:,2)==0, :)=[]; 
                                if ( abs((Alt1+Time*climbrate1) - (Alt2+Time*climbrate2)) < 
(Time / 60 * 2500)) % set the descending rate to be 3000fpm... 
                                    if (Time < tmp) % If this current Time is smaller than privious 
smallest time for this certain pair of AC, then replace the tmp with this Time. 
                                        tmp = Time; 
                                        result = [j s q phi phidot tmp tmp/60]; % Record in the result 
matrix. 
                                    end 
                                end 
                                 
                            elseif ( max(roots(p)) > abs(phi)/phidot ) % When the smaller root is 
within the time needed to complete the full turn, but the bigger root is not. 
                                Time = max(roots(p)); 
                                phirange{k,j}(M,:) = [s q phi phidot Time Time/60]; 
                                phirange{k,j}(phirange{k,j}(:,2)==0, :)=[]; 
                                if ( abs((Alt1+Time*climbrate1) - (Alt2+Time*climbrate2)) < 
(Time / 60 * 2500)) 
                                    if (Time < tmp) 
                                        tmp = Time; 
                                        result = [j s q phi phidot tmp tmp/60]; 
                                    end 
                                end 
                            elseif ( min(roots(p)) < abs(phi)/phidot && min(roots(p)) > 0 ) 
                                 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 




                    Time_min{j}(k,:) = result; % The K th row of Min_Times is set to be the 
result vector, which is the data for worst situation. 
                    Time_min{j}(Time_min{j}(:,2)==0, :)=[]; 
                end 
            end 
        end 




for i = 1:size(datamatrix_new,2) 






Appendix B Trajectories Data for U22121 
Timestamp UTC Callsign Position Altitude Speed Direction 
1472545498 
2016-08-
30T08:24:58Z EZY94UL 43.658352,7.205945 0 11 329 
1472545486 
2016-08-
30T08:24:46Z EZY94UL 43.658112,7.206121 0 17 334 
1472545477 
2016-08-
30T08:24:37Z EZY94UL 43.657852,7.206279 0 19 312 
1472545465 
2016-08-
30T08:24:25Z EZY94UL 43.657894,7.20676 0 22 225 
1472545459 
2016-08-
30T08:24:19Z EZY94UL 43.658085,7.207031 0 24 225 
1472545453 
2016-08-
30T08:24:13Z EZY94UL 43.658272,7.207287 0 25 225 
1472545447 
2016-08-
30T08:24:07Z EZY94UL 43.658466,7.207558 0 28 225 
1472545441 
2016-08-
30T08:24:01Z EZY94UL 43.65873,7.207878 0 32 219 
1472545435 
2016-08-
30T08:23:55Z EZY94UL 43.659027,7.208245 0 15 222 
1472545429 
2016-08-
30T08:23:49Z EZY94UL 43.65937,7.208676 0 18 225 
1472545422 
2016-08-
30T08:23:42Z EZY94UL 43.659737,7.209187 0 19 225 
1472545416 
2016-08-
30T08:23:36Z EZY94UL 43.660122,7.209729 0 19 225 
1472545410 
2016-08-
30T08:23:30Z EZY94UL 43.660553,7.210317 0 19 225 
1472545404 
2016-08-
30T08:23:24Z EZY94UL 43.660973,7.21088 0 19 225 
1472545392 
2016-08-
30T08:23:12Z EZY94UL 43.661865,7.212093 0 19 225 
1472545386 
2016-08-
30T08:23:06Z EZY94UL 43.662151,7.212509 0 19 225 
1472545380 
2016-08-
30T08:23:00Z EZY94UL 43.662437,7.212892 0 20 225 
1472545374 
2016-08-
30T08:22:54Z EZY94UL 43.662914,7.213554 0 20 225 
1472545362 
2016-08-
30T08:22:42Z EZY94UL 43.663708,7.214712 0 19 230 
1472545350 
2016-08-
30T08:22:30Z EZY94UL 43.66436,7.215702 0 18 225 
1472545329 
2016-08-






30T08:22:03Z EZY94UL 43.665939,7.217874 0 30 225 
1472545287 
2016-08-
30T08:21:27Z EZY94UL 43.666042,7.219598 0 26 315 
1472545275 
2016-08-
30T08:21:15Z EZY94UL 43.665684,7.22011 0 22 315 
1472545266 
2016-08-
30T08:21:06Z EZY94UL 43.665459,7.220429 0 23 323 
1472545260 
2016-08-
30T08:21:00Z EZY94UL 43.665218,7.220601 0 25 357 
1472545254 
2016-08-
30T08:20:54Z EZY94UL 43.664944,7.220541 0 31 16 
1472545244 
2016-08-
30T08:20:44Z EZY94UL 43.664085,7.220109 0 22 22 
1472545238 
2016-08-
30T08:20:38Z EZY94UL 43.663719,7.219898 0 26 28 
1472545232 
2016-08-
30T08:20:32Z EZY94UL 43.66309,7.219391 0 33 36 
1472545226 
2016-08-
30T08:20:26Z EZY94UL 43.662296,7.218475 0 44 44 
1472545219 
2016-08-
30T08:20:19Z EZY94UL 43.66111,7.216852 0 62 44 
1472545209 
2016-08-
30T08:20:09Z EZY94UL 43.658539,7.213326 0 100 44 
1472545199 
2016-08-
30T08:19:59Z EZY94UL 43.653122,7.205818 0 138 44 
1472545189 
2016-08-
30T08:19:49Z EZY94UL 43.649891,7.201473 0 141 44 
1472545179 
2016-08-
30T08:19:39Z EZY94UL 43.645157,7.195023 75 145 45 
1472545169 
2016-08-
30T08:19:29Z EZY94UL 43.640255,7.188198 200 148 44 
1472545159 
2016-08-
30T08:19:19Z EZY94UL 43.634949,7.180873 350 148 44 
1472545149 
2016-08-
30T08:19:09Z EZY94UL 43.630295,7.174465 475 150 45 
1472545138 
2016-08-
30T08:18:58Z EZY94UL 43.625591,7.167925 600 151 44 
1472545128 
2016-08-
30T08:18:48Z EZY94UL 43.620564,7.161124 725 152 44 
1472545107 
2016-08-
30T08:18:27Z EZY94UL 43.608856,7.14501 1025 162 47 
1472545059 
2016-08-
30T08:17:39Z EZY94UL 43.581253,7.107132 1750 178 44 
1472545053 
2016-08-






30T08:17:27Z EZY94UL 43.574661,7.098062 1925 178 44 
1472545038 
2016-08-
30T08:17:18Z EZY94UL 43.569172,7.090563 2075 178 45 
1472545029 
2016-08-
30T08:17:09Z EZY94UL 43.563816,7.083173 2225 178 44 
1472545023 
2016-08-
30T08:17:03Z EZY94UL 43.560196,7.078197 2300 178 44 
1472545017 
2016-08-
30T08:16:57Z EZY94UL 43.555893,7.072385 2400 181 44 
1472544999 
2016-08-
30T08:16:39Z EZY94UL 43.545197,7.0578 2725 181 45 
1472544993 
2016-08-
30T08:16:33Z EZY94UL 43.541794,7.053095 2800 184 44 
1472544932 
2016-08-
30T08:15:32Z EZY94UL 43.504696,7.002411 3800 202 44 
1472544923 
2016-08-
30T08:15:23Z EZY94UL 43.49855,6.994106 3875 206 46 
1472544917 
2016-08-
30T08:15:17Z EZY94UL 43.494141,6.987816 3925 201 46 
1472544908 
2016-08-
30T08:15:08Z EZY94UL 43.488495,6.979523 3950 201 46 
1472544887 
2016-08-
30T08:14:47Z EZY94UL 43.476299,6.960035 3925 198 56 
1472544878 
2016-08-
30T08:14:38Z EZY94UL 43.471802,6.948789 3925 196 70 
1472544869 
2016-08-
30T08:14:29Z EZY94UL 43.470062,6.937675 3925 196 87 
1472544848 
2016-08-
30T08:14:08Z EZY94UL 43.469456,6.913212 3950 191 89 
1472544836 
2016-08-
30T08:13:56Z EZY94UL 43.469421,6.898456 3950 200 88 
1472544830 
2016-08-
30T08:13:50Z EZY94UL 43.469269,6.888558 3975 203 88 
1472544824 
2016-08-
30T08:13:44Z EZY94UL 43.469147,6.881146 4025 204 88 
1472544818 
2016-08-
30T08:13:38Z EZY94UL 43.469082,6.876199 4100 204 89 
1472544812 
2016-08-
30T08:13:32Z EZY94UL 43.46899,6.868482 4225 204 89 
1472544806 
2016-08-
30T08:13:26Z EZY94UL 43.468918,6.859876 4375 205 89 
1472544797 
2016-08-
30T08:13:17Z EZY94UL 43.468872,6.849018 4525 207 89 
1472544791 
2016-08-






30T08:13:02Z EZY94UL 43.468826,6.829472 4800 208 89 
1472544770 
2016-08-
30T08:12:50Z EZY94UL 43.468781,6.812929 5050 206 89 
1472544755 
2016-08-
30T08:12:35Z EZY94UL 43.468616,6.793344 5300 209 88 
1472544743 
2016-08-
30T08:12:23Z EZY94UL 43.468231,6.77652 5425 212 88 
1472544731 
2016-08-
30T08:12:11Z EZY94UL 43.467911,6.758699 5550 216 88 
1472544710 
2016-08-
30T08:11:50Z EZY94UL 43.467636,6.729637 5700 229 90 
1472544697 
2016-08-
30T08:11:37Z EZY94UL 43.467594,6.714674 5775 234 89 
1472544685 
2016-08-
30T08:11:25Z EZY94UL 43.467361,6.695848 5950 238 88 
1472544673 
2016-08-
30T08:11:13Z EZY94UL 43.466988,6.677595 6100 243 88 
1472544661 
2016-08-
30T08:11:01Z EZY94UL 43.466629,6.658737 6275 248 88 
1472544649 
2016-08-
30T08:10:49Z EZY94UL 43.466354,6.639638 6425 258 89 
1472544634 
2016-08-
30T08:10:34Z EZY94UL 43.46608,6.612556 6675 277 89 
1472544622 
2016-08-
30T08:10:22Z EZY94UL 43.465916,6.591928 6975 281 89 
1472544610 
2016-08-
30T08:10:10Z EZY94UL 43.465733,6.572309 7300 286 88 
1472544598 
2016-08-
30T08:09:58Z EZY94UL 43.465393,6.549193 7575 293 88 
1472544586 
2016-08-
30T08:09:46Z EZY94UL 43.46508,6.525552 7875 298 88 
1472544574 
2016-08-
30T08:09:34Z EZY94UL 43.464752,6.502565 8125 301 88 
1472544562 
2016-08-
30T08:09:22Z EZY94UL 43.46434,6.476249 8450 304 88 
1472544550 
2016-08-
30T08:09:10Z EZY94UL 43.46402,6.456129 8800 302 88 
1472544538 
2016-08-
30T08:08:58Z EZY94UL 43.463654,6.435689 9125 302 88 
1472544514 
2016-08-
30T08:08:34Z EZY94UL 43.462566,6.385541 9575 315 88 
1472544502 
2016-08-
30T08:08:22Z EZY94UL 43.462143,6.363767 9900 315 88 
1472544486 
2016-08-






30T08:07:51Z EZY94UL 43.460751,6.29883 10725 321 88 
1472544460 
2016-08-
30T08:07:40Z EZY94UL 43.460152,6.27352 11075 321 88 
1472544446 
2016-08-
30T08:07:26Z EZY94UL 43.459492,6.24809 11600 318 87 
1472544411 
2016-08-
30T08:06:51Z EZY94UL 43.457241,6.17329 12625 319 87 
1472544391 
2016-08-
30T08:06:31Z EZY94UL 43.456146,6.138611 13175 320 90 
1472544385 
2016-08-
30T08:06:25Z EZY94UL 43.456604,6.126155 13400 317 100 
1472544379 
2016-08-
30T08:06:19Z EZY94UL 43.458801,6.112295 13700 314 112 
1472544373 
2016-08-
30T08:06:13Z EZY94UL 43.46109,6.103927 13850 314 115 
1472544367 
2016-08-
30T08:06:07Z EZY94UL 43.466431,6.09048 13975 316 124 
1472544361 
2016-08-
30T08:06:01Z EZY94UL 43.470108,6.083424 14000 319 131 
1472544355 
2016-08-
30T08:05:55Z EZY94UL 43.476746,6.074034 13950 325 140 
1472544349 
2016-08-
30T08:05:49Z EZY94UL 43.485516,6.06563 13950 334 152 
1472544316 
2016-08-
30T08:05:16Z EZY94UL 43.531929,6.0415 14000 333 160 
1472544284 
2016-08-
30T08:04:44Z EZY94UL 43.577877,6.019135 13975 337 160 
1472544248 
2016-08-
30T08:04:08Z EZY94UL 43.634903,5.992388 14175 343 161 
1472544215 
2016-08-
30T08:03:35Z EZY94UL 43.68251,5.971005 15075 346 161 
1472544182 
2016-08-
30T08:03:02Z EZY94UL 43.734283,5.947564 16175 350 161 
1472544135 
2016-08-
30T08:02:15Z EZY94UL 43.805935,5.914437 17425 359 161 
1472544074 
2016-08-
30T08:01:14Z EZY94UL 43.905533,5.867977 19500 370 158 
1472544068 
2016-08-
30T08:01:08Z EZY94UL 43.913818,5.863953 19650 370 158 
1472544050 
2016-08-
30T08:00:50Z EZY94UL 43.940331,5.843157 20250 367 137 
1472543989 
2016-08-
30T07:59:49Z EZY94UL 44.014343,5.742273 22275 374 135 
1472543926 
2016-08-






30T07:57:43Z EZY94UL 44.173462,5.522418 26500 388 135 
1472543800 
2016-08-
30T07:56:40Z EZY94UL 44.252884,5.412467 28950 391 134 
1472543734 
2016-08-
30T07:55:34Z EZY94UL 44.343338,5.298157 30575 416 142 
1472543728 
2016-08-
30T07:55:28Z EZY94UL 44.354004,5.286843 30750 418 142 
1472543701 
2016-08-
30T07:55:01Z EZY94UL 44.391037,5.237078 31650 428 131 
1472543640 
2016-08-
30T07:54:00Z EZY94UL 44.468857,5.113482 34000 419 130 
1472543634 
2016-08-
30T07:53:54Z EZY94UL 44.476868,5.100272 34000 419 130 
1472543616 
2016-08-
30T07:53:36Z EZY94UL 44.502457,5.063389 34000 423 138 
1472543553 
2016-08-
30T07:52:33Z EZY94UL 44.595787,4.95604 34550 419 140 
1472543490 
2016-08-
30T07:51:30Z EZY94UL 44.689079,4.846981 35625 416 140 
1472543427 
2016-08-
30T07:50:27Z EZY94UL 44.785675,4.735369 36625 436 140 
1472543364 
2016-08-
30T07:49:24Z EZY94UL 44.886703,4.617397 37000 438 140 
1472543303 
2016-08-
30T07:48:23Z EZY94UL 44.979446,4.508776 37000 439 140 
1472543240 
2016-08-
30T07:47:20Z EZY94UL 45.079792,4.390579 37000 442 139 
1472543177 
2016-08-
30T07:46:17Z EZY94UL 45.174339,4.27616 37000 443 140 
1472543114 
2016-08-
30T07:45:14Z EZY94UL 45.278183,4.162968 37000 440 142 
1472543051 
2016-08-
30T07:44:11Z EZY94UL 45.380238,4.053017 37250 454 142 
1472542988 
2016-08-
30T07:43:08Z EZY94UL 45.485962,3.93801 38325 451 142 
1472542918 
2016-08-
30T07:41:58Z EZY94UL 45.601089,3.812457 39025 459 142 
1472542855 
2016-08-
30T07:40:55Z EZY94UL 45.709167,3.694086 39000 457 142 
1472542792 
2016-08-
30T07:39:52Z EZY94UL 45.813217,3.580203 38950 456 142 
1472542729 
2016-08-
30T07:38:49Z EZY94UL 45.919647,3.462636 38975 453 140 
1472542723 
2016-08-






30T07:38:37Z EZY94UL 45.936905,3.442338 38975 453 141 
1472542711 
2016-08-
30T07:38:31Z EZY94UL 45.947895,3.430206 38975 456 146 
1472542705 
2016-08-
30T07:38:25Z EZY94UL 45.960709,3.418423 38975 460 150 
1472542669 
2016-08-
30T07:37:49Z EZY94UL 46.028526,3.380768 38975 467 161 
1472542606 
2016-08-
30T07:36:46Z EZY94UL 46.159336,3.317047 39000 471 161 
1472542543 
2016-08-
30T07:35:43Z EZY94UL 46.289265,3.253532 39000 475 161 
1472542480 
2016-08-
30T07:34:40Z EZY94UL 46.421238,3.18837 39000 479 161 
1472542417 
2016-08-
30T07:33:37Z EZY94UL 46.558044,3.120787 39075 481 161 
1472542356 
2016-08-
30T07:32:36Z EZY94UL 46.682144,3.059089 39025 481 161 
1472542293 
2016-08-
30T07:31:33Z EZY94UL 46.815212,2.992813 39000 478 160 
1472542230 
2016-08-
30T07:30:30Z EZY94UL 46.944214,2.928062 39000 472 160 
1472542167 
2016-08-
30T07:29:27Z EZY94UL 47.073811,2.862572 39000 468 161 
1472542104 
2016-08-
30T07:28:24Z EZY94UL 47.203133,2.796795 39000 464 160 
1472542041 
2016-08-
30T07:27:21Z EZY94UL 47.330475,2.73175 38975 462 160 
1472541980 
2016-08-
30T07:26:20Z EZY94UL 47.455864,2.667706 39000 461 161 
1472541919 
2016-08-
30T07:25:19Z EZY94UL 47.5784,2.604446 39025 460 160 
1472541856 
2016-08-
30T07:24:16Z EZY94UL 47.703754,2.539462 39025 460 160 
1472541793 
2016-08-
30T07:23:13Z EZY94UL 47.831959,2.472769 39000 459 160 
1472541730 
2016-08-
30T07:22:10Z EZY94UL 47.9543,2.408682 39000 456 160 
1472541667 
2016-08-
30T07:21:07Z EZY94UL 48.081387,2.341708 38975 454 160 
1472541605 
2016-08-
30T07:20:05Z EZY94UL 48.205818,2.276483 38975 455 161 
1472541597 
2016-08-
30T07:19:57Z EZY94UL 48.217667,2.270437 38975 453 159 
1472541591 
2016-08-






30T07:19:39Z EZY94UL 48.252094,2.249667 38975 452 152 
1472541516 
2016-08-
30T07:18:36Z EZY94UL 48.364841,2.147321 38975 453 148 
1472541453 
2016-08-
30T07:17:33Z EZY94UL 48.479004,2.042048 39025 456 148 
1472541390 
2016-08-
30T07:16:30Z EZY94UL 48.591019,1.93803 39025 461 148 
1472541327 
2016-08-
30T07:15:27Z EZY94UL 48.706303,1.831031 39025 462 148 
1472541264 
2016-08-
30T07:14:24Z EZY94UL 48.820404,1.723656 39025 461 147 
1472541201 
2016-08-
30T07:13:21Z EZY94UL 48.937061,1.613183 39025 460 148 
1472541140 
2016-08-
30T07:12:20Z EZY94UL 49.043655,1.512592 38975 457 147 
1472541077 
2016-08-
30T07:11:17Z EZY94UL 49.156448,1.405334 38975 454 147 
1472541010 
2016-08-
30T07:10:10Z EZY94UL 49.280777,1.286034 38975 453 147 
1472540949 
2016-08-
30T07:09:09Z EZY94UL 49.385735,1.18515 39000 455 147 
1472540886 
2016-08-
30T07:08:06Z EZY94UL 49.495972,1.077817 39025 455 147 
1472540823 
2016-08-
30T07:07:03Z EZY94UL 49.60844,0.968356 39000 456 147 
1472540759 
2016-08-
30T07:05:59Z EZY94UL 49.723331,0.855969 39025 455 147 
1472540696 
2016-08-
30T07:04:56Z EZY94UL 49.835907,0.744902 39000 453 147 
1472540634 
2016-08-
30T07:03:54Z EZY94UL 49.950829,0.63097 39000 447 146 
1472540567 
2016-08-
30T07:02:47Z EZY94UL 50.062679,0.51975 38800 444 146 
1472540504 
2016-08-
30T07:01:44Z EZY94UL 50.17437,0.40753 37950 446 146 
1472540439 
2016-08-
30T07:00:39Z EZY94UL 50.287449,0.29366 36925 446 146 
1472540374 
2016-08-
30T06:59:34Z EZY94UL 50.402569,0.17697 35650 457 146 
1472540309 
2016-08-
30T06:58:29Z EZY94UL 50.518391,0.05927 34300 461 147 
1472540244 
2016-08-
30T06:57:24Z EZY94UL 50.636219,-0.05916 32400 471 145 
1472540179 
2016-08-






30T06:55:18Z EZY94UL 50.85434,-0.30984 29825 447 143 
1472540056 
2016-08-
30T06:54:16Z EZY94UL 50.962143,-0.43537 28275 443 143 
1472539989 
2016-08-





0.642329 24775 421 151 
1472539864 
2016-08-
30T06:51:04Z EZY94UL 51.286091,-0.7296 22850 413 151 
1472539803 
2016-08-
30T06:50:03Z EZY94UL 51.389278,-0.81885 20825 389 151 
1472539738 
2016-08-
30T06:48:58Z EZY94UL 51.490452,-0.90584 18525 380 152 
1472539703 
2016-08-
30T06:48:23Z EZY94UL 51.544781,-0.9518 17225 361 152 
1472539697 
2016-08-













































0.769348 11075 340 237 
1472539551 
2016-08-
















































0.571586 6350 277 246 
1472539452 
2016-08-
30T06:44:12Z EZY94UL 51.79039,-0.560608 6025 275 251 
1472539437 
2016-08-
30T06:43:57Z EZY94UL 51.796021,-0.53154 5200 269 255 
1472539431 
2016-08-





0.507969 4550 264 256 
1472539419 
2016-08-









































































0.412804 1575 150 218 
1472539326 
2016-08-




















0.383682 375 148 254 
1472539296 
2016-08-





0.371723 0 120 253 
1472539284 
2016-08-




















0.358906 0 21 140 
1472539197 
2016-08-









































































































































































30T06:33:15Z EZY94UL 51.88155,-0.37734 0 29 56 
1472538785 
2016-08-










0.378094 0 9 53 
1472538390 
2016-08-





Appendix C Trajectories Data for U25283 
Timestamp UTC Callsign Position Altitude Speed Direction 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:18:43Z EZY65JZ 45.458191,9.279026 0 14 90 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:18:37Z EZY65JZ 45.458191,9.278825 0 21 87 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:18:28Z EZY65JZ 45.45821,9.278428 0 19 47 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:18:22Z EZY65JZ 45.458061,9.278189 0 19 2 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:18:04Z EZY65JZ 45.457191,9.278183 0 31 359 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:17:58Z EZY65JZ 45.456944,9.278189 0 30 6 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:17:43Z EZY65JZ 45.455898,9.278167 0 29 6 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:17:37Z EZY65JZ 45.455666,9.278155 0 28 1 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:17:28Z EZY65JZ 45.455223,9.278155 0 28 1 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:17:22Z EZY65JZ 45.454895,9.278138 0 28 11 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:17:16Z EZY65JZ 45.454605,9.277971 0 27 48 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:17:10Z EZY65JZ 45.454384,9.277619 0 32 42 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:17:04Z EZY65JZ 45.45406,9.277285 0 17 28 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:16:58Z EZY65JZ 45.45356,9.276933 0 22 28 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:16:46Z EZY65JZ 45.452068,9.276346 0 35 357 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:16:37Z EZY65JZ 45.450859,9.276464 0 46 354 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:16:31Z EZY65JZ 45.449524,9.276597 0 56 354 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:16:19Z EZY65JZ 45.445713,9.277006 0 90 354 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:16:13Z EZY65JZ 45.44207,9.277401 0 115 354 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:16:07Z EZY65JZ 45.439545,9.277669 0 125 354 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T08:15:55Z EZY65JZ 45.432083,9.278412 225 133 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:49Z EZY65JZ 45.428421,9.278804 300 131 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:43Z EZY65JZ 45.424255,9.279262 375 129 356 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:36Z EZY65JZ 45.420879,9.279629 425 129 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:30Z EZY65JZ 45.417572,9.279963 500 128 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:24Z EZY65JZ 45.414314,9.280366 575 128 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:18Z EZY65JZ 45.410683,9.280701 625 128 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:12Z EZY65JZ 45.407101,9.28117 700 129 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:06Z EZY65JZ 45.403427,9.28155 775 129 356 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:00Z EZY65JZ 45.399857,9.281943 850 129 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:54Z EZY65JZ 45.395599,9.282375 900 129 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:48Z EZY65JZ 45.39262,9.28271 975 129 356 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:42Z EZY65JZ 45.389317,9.283046 1025 128 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:36Z EZY65JZ 45.38562,9.283447 1100 129 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:28Z EZY65JZ 45.380127,9.284036 1175 130 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:21Z EZY65JZ 45.376514,9.284452 1250 131 356 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:15Z EZY65JZ 45.372803,9.284755 1300 133 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:09Z EZY65JZ 45.368362,9.285278 1400 137 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:03Z EZY65JZ 45.364876,9.285658 1475 139 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:13:57Z EZY65JZ 45.360809,9.286128 1550 142 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:13:51Z EZY65JZ 45.357239,9.286521 1650 145 356 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:13:45Z EZY65JZ 45.353657,9.286863 1725 148 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T08:13:33Z EZY65JZ 45.344376,9.287828 1875 163 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:13:27Z EZY65JZ 45.340302,9.288286 1925 169 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:13:21Z EZY65JZ 45.335541,9.288744 2000 176 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:13:13Z EZY65JZ 45.328033,9.289595 2150 181 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:13:06Z EZY65JZ 45.322792,9.290146 2275 187 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:13:00Z EZY65JZ 45.317997,9.29075 2375 189 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:12:54Z EZY65JZ 45.312691,9.291286 2475 196 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:12:48Z EZY65JZ 45.30706,9.291955 2575 200 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:12:42Z EZY65JZ 45.301147,9.292558 2675 202 356 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:12:36Z EZY65JZ 45.295933,9.293027 2775 203 356 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:12:30Z EZY65JZ 45.289928,9.29363 2875 204 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:12:24Z EZY65JZ 45.2845,9.294237 2950 203 355 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:12:01Z EZY65JZ 45.261017,9.295907 3200 199 6 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:11:54Z EZY65JZ 45.256348,9.294891 3250 195 15 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:11:48Z EZY65JZ 45.251358,9.292406 3325 186 27 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:11:42Z EZY65JZ 45.246368,9.288221 3375 179 35 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:11:36Z EZY65JZ 45.242863,9.284519 3425 180 36 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:11:30Z EZY65JZ 45.238632,9.280112 3450 188 36 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:11:24Z EZY65JZ 45.234623,9.275877 3475 192 36 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:11:18Z EZY65JZ 45.230339,9.271389 3525 195 36 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:11:12Z EZY65JZ 45.225964,9.266767 3600 198 36 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:11:06Z EZY65JZ 45.221512,9.262194 3650 202 36 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T08:10:54Z EZY65JZ 45.212036,9.252319 3775 210 36 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:10:48Z EZY65JZ 45.207485,9.247608 3825 214 36 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:10:42Z EZY65JZ 45.20256,9.242379 3875 218 36 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:10:36Z EZY65JZ 45.197708,9.237213 3925 222 36 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:10:30Z EZY65JZ 45.19194,9.231066 4000 226 37 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:10:24Z EZY65JZ 45.187607,9.226372 4075 229 37 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:10:18Z EZY65JZ 45.182766,9.221147 4175 231 37 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:10:12Z EZY65JZ 45.176971,9.214783 4325 230 37 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:10:05Z EZY65JZ 45.172119,9.209486 4450 231 37 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:09:59Z EZY65JZ 45.167217,9.204131 4550 233 37 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:09:53Z EZY65JZ 45.162323,9.198761 4675 233 37 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:09:47Z EZY65JZ 45.157242,9.193137 4775 235 37 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:09:41Z EZY65JZ 45.150833,9.18614 4850 239 38 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:09:35Z EZY65JZ 45.146118,9.180842 4925 243 38 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:09:23Z EZY65JZ 45.135746,9.169028 5100 246 39 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:09:11Z EZY65JZ 45.124805,9.156033 5425 244 40 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:08:59Z EZY65JZ 45.11517,9.14451 5650 248 40 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:08:47Z EZY65JZ 45.104691,9.132255 5825 254 39 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:08:32Z EZY65JZ 45.090408,9.115972 6175 256 38 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:08:26Z EZY65JZ 45.084686,9.109497 6275 257 39 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:08:20Z EZY65JZ 45.079559,9.103546 6350 259 40 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:08:08Z EZY65JZ 45.068893,9.09014 6650 258 45 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T08:07:47Z EZY65JZ 45.051022,9.061108 7150 261 50 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:07:41Z EZY65JZ 45.047287,9.054565 7250 263 51 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:07:35Z EZY65JZ 45.042984,9.046718 7325 265 54 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:07:29Z EZY65JZ 45.038589,9.037562 7450 266 61 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:07:17Z EZY65JZ 45.032726,9.018838 7725 269 71 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:07:05Z EZY65JZ 45.027878,8.998588 7975 271 71 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:06:53Z EZY65JZ 45.023163,8.978446 8225 273 72 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:06:41Z EZY65JZ 45.018448,8.957847 8475 275 72 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:06:29Z EZY65JZ 45.013687,8.937247 8625 282 72 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:06:17Z EZY65JZ 45.008881,8.915994 8725 290 72 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:06:05Z EZY65JZ 45.00391,8.893834 8900 296 72 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:05:53Z EZY65JZ 44.998947,8.871787 9225 297 72 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:05:41Z EZY65JZ 44.994003,8.849618 9500 299 72 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:05:29Z EZY65JZ 44.989105,8.826845 9875 299 74 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:05:17Z EZY65JZ 44.98526,8.804626 10225 299 79 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:05:05Z EZY65JZ 44.982559,8.781346 10575 298 81 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:04:53Z EZY65JZ 44.979984,8.757913 10875 300 81 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:04:40Z EZY65JZ 44.977421,8.7346 11125 305 81 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:04:28Z EZY65JZ 44.97477,8.71102 11350 309 80 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:03:55Z EZY65JZ 44.967182,8.64403 12125 315 81 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:03:22Z EZY65JZ 44.959824,8.577174 13050 315 81 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:02:49Z EZY65JZ 44.952347,8.508977 13800 322 81 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T08:01:43Z EZY65JZ 44.944324,8.367362 15550 327 86 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:01:37Z EZY65JZ 44.943764,8.354232 15725 328 86 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:01:31Z EZY65JZ 44.943344,8.343246 15850 329 87 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:01:25Z EZY65JZ 44.942833,8.329579 16025 330 87 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:01:19Z EZY65JZ 44.942413,8.314034 16175 332 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:01:13Z EZY65JZ 44.9426,8.304727 16300 333 96 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:01:07Z EZY65JZ 44.94429,8.290558 16475 333 107 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:00:34Z EZY65JZ 44.96788,8.226348 17000 353 119 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:59:31Z EZY65JZ 45.020576,8.097325 18200 361 119 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:58:28Z EZY65JZ 45.072853,7.968437 19325 365 119 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:57:27Z EZY65JZ 45.123737,7.842228 20300 369 119 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:56:24Z EZY65JZ 45.176239,7.711617 21325 371 119 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:55:21Z EZY65JZ 45.230991,7.574872 22625 381 119 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:54:18Z EZY65JZ 45.284912,7.438006 24275 385 118 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:54:12Z EZY65JZ 45.290222,7.424338 24475 387 118 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:54:03Z EZY65JZ 45.297607,7.405455 24725 389 119 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:53:57Z EZY65JZ 45.303818,7.389744 24950 391 120 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:53:51Z EZY65JZ 45.310455,7.375175 25150 392 126 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:53:17Z EZY65JZ 45.352524,7.316044 26350 400 137 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:52:14Z EZY65JZ 45.4422,7.199863 28675 409 137 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:51:11Z EZY65JZ 45.527344,7.08919 29000 414 137 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:50:08Z EZY65JZ 45.617294,6.972969 29175 414 137 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T07:48:04Z EZY65JZ 45.7966,6.739242 34275 419 137 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:47:01Z EZY65JZ 45.888428,6.61866 36475 443 137 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:45:58Z EZY65JZ 45.986389,6.489369 38150 447 137 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:44:57Z EZY65JZ 46.075542,6.37056 38975 446 137 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:43:54Z EZY65JZ 46.171188,6.242713 39025 443 137 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:42:51Z EZY65JZ 46.257095,6.105995 39000 438 125 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:41:48Z EZY65JZ 46.320408,5.945869 38975 435 117 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:40:45Z EZY65JZ 46.37764,5.784436 38975 435 117 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:39:42Z EZY65JZ 46.435822,5.620579 39000 436 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:38:39Z EZY65JZ 46.494419,5.453751 39000 439 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:37:36Z EZY65JZ 46.55072,5.292061 39025 440 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:36:33Z EZY65JZ 46.609131,5.123447 39025 442 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:35:30Z EZY65JZ 46.666122,4.957849 39050 444 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:34:27Z EZY65JZ 46.725815,4.78401 39000 441 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:33:24Z EZY65JZ 46.780994,4.622086 38950 435 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:32:20Z EZY65JZ 46.836487,4.457634 38950 428 115 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:32:14Z EZY65JZ 46.842815,4.438339 38950 428 115 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:32:08Z EZY65JZ 46.846725,4.42646 38950 429 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:32:02Z EZY65JZ 46.852314,4.411217 38950 432 120 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:31:32Z EZY65JZ 46.889416,4.339952 39000 438 130 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:30:29Z EZY65JZ 46.973099,4.19458 39025 443 129 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:29:26Z EZY65JZ 47.05505,4.051631 39025 448 129 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T07:27:20Z EZY65JZ 47.22377,3.754578 39000 449 129 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:26:17Z EZY65JZ 47.306442,3.60791 38975 446 129 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:25:14Z EZY65JZ 47.388336,3.461792 39000 442 129 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:24:13Z EZY65JZ 47.466431,3.322128 38950 441 129 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:23:07Z EZY65JZ 47.551807,3.168429 39025 440 128 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:23:01Z EZY65JZ 47.560272,3.152527 39025 439 127 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:22:55Z EZY65JZ 47.567001,3.139687 39025 440 128 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:22:49Z EZY65JZ 47.576294,3.122864 39025 442 132 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:22:43Z EZY65JZ 47.582577,3.112934 39025 445 135 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:22:37Z EZY65JZ 47.593918,3.097458 39000 449 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:22:31Z EZY65JZ 47.602642,3.08751 39000 450 145 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:22:10Z EZY65JZ 47.64006,3.057907 39000 457 157 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:21:07Z EZY65JZ 47.76376,2.980042 39000 456 156 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:20:05Z EZY65JZ 47.886192,2.902363 39000 456 156 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:19:01Z EZY65JZ 48.006683,2.817169 39025 455 148 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:17:58Z EZY65JZ 48.112015,2.696663 39000 449 135 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:16:55Z EZY65JZ 48.193531,2.550129 39000 445 125 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:15:52Z EZY65JZ 48.269485,2.392555 38975 444 125 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:14:49Z EZY65JZ 48.345154,2.234943 38950 444 125 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:13:48Z EZY65JZ 48.417847,2.082332 39000 446 125 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:12:40Z EZY65JZ 48.499557,1.908029 39050 451 124 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:12:33Z EZY65JZ 48.507153,1.891383 39050 452 124 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T07:12:21Z EZY65JZ 48.521957,1.860303 39050 456 129 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:12:15Z EZY65JZ 48.532196,1.842667 39050 458 134 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:12:09Z EZY65JZ 48.538101,1.833801 39050 460 137 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:12:03Z EZY65JZ 48.547329,1.821707 39050 461 142 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:11:57Z EZY65JZ 48.557568,1.810142 39050 463 146 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:11:39Z EZY65JZ 48.593262,1.78218 39025 467 157 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:10:37Z EZY65JZ 48.717407,1.70605 39000 464 157 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:09:34Z EZY65JZ 48.847031,1.625326 39000 464 157 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:08:33Z EZY65JZ 48.961502,1.55312 39000 454 157 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:07:30Z EZY65JZ 49.081001,1.477155 38925 443 157 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:06:28Z EZY65JZ 49.19751,1.397024 38550 437 152 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:05:24Z EZY65JZ 49.310852,1.306739 38050 434 152 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:05:12Z EZY65JZ 49.33215,1.28887 38025 432 148 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:04:11Z EZY65JZ 49.430145,1.177987 37275 432 142 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:03:10Z EZY65JZ 49.527466,1.062566 35925 443 142 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:02:07Z EZY65JZ 49.629684,0.940271 34450 452 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:01:06Z EZY65JZ 49.734364,0.811726 32350 472 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:00:03Z EZY65JZ 49.841015,0.678703 31150 469 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:59:00Z EZY65JZ 49.942776,0.551172 30125 457 140 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:57:57Z EZY65JZ 50.045837,0.421094 28800 449 140 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:56:54Z EZY65JZ 50.146164,0.293884 27250 442 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:55:51Z EZY65JZ 50.245239,0.169204 25625 433 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-


















0.297932 18025 381 140 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-




















0.560229 13450 348 143 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-

























0.619888 10825 332 203 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:47:18Z EZY65JZ 50.974838,-0.6073 10525 321 203 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-


































































0.469742 7000 284 256 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-





0.422668 5775 278 257 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-

























0.332413 3875 226 258 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-


























































0.220337 925 161 257 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-

























0.179329 0 115 258 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:41:59Z EZY65JZ 51.150841,-0.17086 0 48 258 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-









































































0.170733 0 12 78 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:30:02Z EZY65JZ 51.152618,-0.17129 0 19 78 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:29:56Z EZY65JZ 51.152554,-0.17168 0 20 75 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:29:50Z EZY65JZ 51.152515,-0.17194 0 19 75 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-




















0.173378 0 23 154 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-




















0.173931 0 21 255 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






























0.168228 0 21 258 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
























Appendix D Trajectories Data for U28989 
Timestamp UTC Callsign Position Altitude Speed Direction 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:28:16Z EZY92NB 44.540901,11.273514 0 9 208 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:27:57Z EZY92NB 44.530266,11.294943 0 16 208 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:27:42Z EZY92NB 44.530476,11.295068 0 16 227 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:27:15Z EZY92NB 44.530815,11.296071 0 20 295 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:27:09Z EZY92NB 44.530746,11.296283 0 21 298 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:26:48Z EZY92NB 44.530312,11.297444 0 22 284 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:26:42Z EZY92NB 44.530312,11.297864 0 22 253 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:26:36Z EZY92NB 44.530403,11.298132 0 24 236 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:26:18Z EZY92NB 44.530869,11.29912 0 24 239 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:26:12Z EZY92NB 44.530998,11.29934 0 10 216 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:26:02Z EZY92NB 44.53154,11.29937 0 13 132 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:25:47Z EZY92NB 44.532661,11.2964 0 59 118 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:25:25Z EZY92NB 44.536236,11.286476 0 125 115 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:25:07Z EZY92NB 44.541183,11.272692 25 139 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:25:01Z EZY92NB 44.543015,11.267526 100 139 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:24:55Z EZY92NB 44.544765,11.262594 175 137 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:24:49Z EZY92NB 44.546265,11.25837 250 136 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:24:43Z EZY92NB 44.547932,11.253819 300 137 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:24:37Z EZY92NB 44.549698,11.248888 400 138 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:24:31Z EZY92NB 44.551437,11.244049 475 138 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T08:24:19Z EZY92NB 44.554916,11.234436 600 138 117 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:24:13Z EZY92NB 44.556591,11.229836 675 137 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:24:07Z EZY92NB 44.558395,11.224889 750 137 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:24:00Z EZY92NB 44.560089,11.220115 800 136 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:23:54Z EZY92NB 44.561874,11.215079 875 138 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:23:48Z EZY92NB 44.563477,11.210567 950 140 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:23:42Z EZY92NB 44.565296,11.205519 1000 144 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:23:36Z EZY92NB 44.567093,11.200431 1100 150 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:23:30Z EZY92NB 44.569065,11.195002 1200 157 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:23:24Z EZY92NB 44.571121,11.189248 1275 165 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:23:18Z EZY92NB 44.573116,11.183681 1325 169 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:23:12Z EZY92NB 44.575653,11.176561 1425 174 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:23:06Z EZY92NB 44.577484,11.171461 1500 180 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:23:00Z EZY92NB 44.579632,11.165459 1600 182 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:22:54Z EZY92NB 44.5821,11.158693 1700 184 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:22:48Z EZY92NB 44.58429,11.15253 1800 185 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:22:42Z EZY92NB 44.586758,11.14563 1875 187 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:22:36Z EZY92NB 44.588943,11.139534 1975 189 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:22:30Z EZY92NB 44.591354,11.132747 2100 188 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:22:24Z EZY92NB 44.594101,11.125096 2225 189 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:22:18Z EZY92NB 44.596024,11.119668 2350 190 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:22:12Z EZY92NB 44.598358,11.113063 2425 193 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T08:22:00Z EZY92NB 44.603283,11.099273 2575 194 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:21:54Z EZY92NB 44.605701,11.092306 2625 195 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:21:48Z EZY92NB 44.608063,11.085793 2675 194 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:21:42Z EZY92NB 44.610592,11.078841 2700 194 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:21:36Z EZY92NB 44.613384,11.071003 2750 195 115 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:21:30Z EZY92NB 44.615204,11.065521 2775 195 115 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:21:24Z EZY92NB 44.617676,11.058197 2825 195 114 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:21:15Z EZY92NB 44.620972,11.047825 2875 195 111 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:20:53Z EZY92NB 44.624725,11.019221 3025 199 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:20:47Z EZY92NB 44.624695,11.012321 3075 200 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:20:26Z EZY92NB 44.624557,10.984452 3300 216 90 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:20:05Z EZY92NB 44.624542,10.955527 3500 224 90 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:19:56Z EZY92NB 44.624542,10.941859 3600 229 90 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:19:50Z EZY92NB 44.624557,10.93267 3700 231 90 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:19:41Z EZY92NB 44.624557,10.919606 3850 233 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:19:35Z EZY92NB 44.624496,10.910928 3925 234 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:19:29Z EZY92NB 44.624496,10.897653 4050 235 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:19:23Z EZY92NB 44.624451,10.890786 4125 236 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:19:17Z EZY92NB 44.624371,10.87881 4250 236 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:18:52Z EZY92NB 44.624229,10.84324 4600 230 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:18:41Z EZY92NB 44.624222,10.82735 4750 231 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:18:32Z EZY92NB 44.62418,10.8153 4825 231 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T08:18:11Z EZY92NB 44.624039,10.77846 4850 232 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:18:02Z EZY92NB 44.624039,10.76824 4850 233 90 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:17:52Z EZY92NB 44.624039,10.74845 4850 237 90 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:17:37Z EZY92NB 44.623989,10.729 4825 250 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:17:27Z EZY92NB 44.623901,10.71082 4850 257 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:17:11Z EZY92NB 44.62376,10.68597 5000 264 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:16:57Z EZY92NB 44.623581,10.66471 5300 266 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:16:46Z EZY92NB 44.62344,10.64739 5525 268 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:16:32Z EZY92NB 44.623348,10.62097 5875 270 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:16:17Z EZY92NB 44.623249,10.59122 6350 271 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:16:02Z EZY92NB 44.623119,10.56904 6575 278 89 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:47Z EZY92NB 44.622799,10.54014 6850 283 88 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:27Z EZY92NB 44.622299,10.506919 7375 282 93 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:21Z EZY92NB 44.623066,10.493886 7575 279 102 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:15Z EZY92NB 44.625366,10.483049 7825 275 114 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:09Z EZY92NB 44.628048,10.475597 7950 272 124 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:15:03Z EZY92NB 44.632874,10.467093 8150 272 136 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:57Z EZY92NB 44.640289,10.458515 8375 275 146 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:45Z EZY92NB 44.651649,10.448199 8650 281 147 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:33Z EZY92NB 44.665474,10.435672 8925 285 146 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:21Z EZY92NB 44.67786,10.424417 9175 288 147 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:14:09Z EZY92NB 44.693172,10.410483 9525 288 147 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T08:13:45Z EZY92NB 44.719059,10.386904 10050 292 146 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:13:33Z EZY92NB 44.732792,10.37431 10225 303 146 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:13:21Z EZY92NB 44.746307,10.361808 10325 318 146 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:13:09Z EZY92NB 44.761978,10.34738 10525 330 146 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:12:57Z EZY92NB 44.778133,10.332708 10750 343 147 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:12:45Z EZY92NB 44.793686,10.318712 10950 350 147 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:12:12Z EZY92NB 44.839813,10.271949 12300 364 139 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:11:39Z EZY92NB 44.881531,10.222124 13850 373 139 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:11:06Z EZY92NB 44.924213,10.171196 15175 387 139 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:10:33Z EZY92NB 44.971436,10.114485 17350 382 139 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:09:30Z EZY92NB 45.056168,10.012795 20050 418 139 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:08:27Z EZY92NB 45.155777,9.892534 23400 450 139 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:07:24Z EZY92NB 45.251801,9.776023 27725 426 139 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:06:23Z EZY92NB 45.342499,9.665549 28950 434 139 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:05:20Z EZY92NB 45.440231,9.545877 30000 439 139 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:04:17Z EZY92NB 45.53746,9.426466 31050 450 139 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:03:14Z EZY92NB 45.636795,9.303812 32100 449 139 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:02:11Z EZY92NB 45.735123,9.18169 33875 443 138 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:01:08Z EZY92NB 45.831573,9.060907 34625 431 138 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T08:00:04Z EZY92NB 45.926331,8.94267 37000 437 138 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:59:01Z EZY92NB 46.023514,8.81961 38375 457 138 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:57:58Z EZY92NB 46.128239,8.687096 38975 456 138 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T07:55:52Z EZY92NB 46.323944,8.437433 39025 462 137 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:54:49Z EZY92NB 46.425064,8.304525 39000 463 139 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:53:46Z EZY92NB 46.529522,8.183922 38975 463 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:52:43Z EZY92NB 46.635334,8.062592 39000 462 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:51:40Z EZY92NB 46.741745,7.940435 39000 464 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:50:37Z EZY92NB 46.847984,7.817322 39000 466 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:49:33Z EZY92NB 46.954449,7.693388 39025 468 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:48:30Z EZY92NB 47.059982,7.569992 39025 469 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:47:27Z EZY92NB 47.167511,7.443924 39025 468 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:46:24Z EZY92NB 47.275085,7.316757 39000 465 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:45:21Z EZY92NB 47.379456,7.192955 38975 463 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:44:18Z EZY92NB 47.483276,7.069221 38975 458 140 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:43:15Z EZY92NB 47.587933,6.943711 39000 456 140 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:42:14Z EZY92NB 47.685459,6.82582 39025 457 140 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:41:11Z EZY92NB 47.788479,6.700885 39000 456 140 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:40:08Z EZY92NB 47.891144,6.574974 39000 454 140 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:39:05Z EZY92NB 47.992798,6.450172 39000 453 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:38:59Z EZY92NB 48.002563,6.438606 39000 453 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:38:53Z EZY92NB 48.012722,6.42665 39000 453 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:38:47Z EZY92NB 48.022888,6.414574 38975 452 139 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:38:41Z EZY92NB 48.032227,6.40242 38975 449 136 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:38:35Z EZY92NB 48.040653,6.389817 38975 445 130 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T07:38:23Z EZY92NB 48.056168,6.360741 38975 438 122 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:38:17Z EZY92NB 48.063354,6.343437 38975 436 119 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:38:11Z EZY92NB 48.068573,6.328468 38975 432 113 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:38:05Z EZY92NB 48.072868,6.313336 38975 428 110 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:37:29Z EZY92NB 48.088181,6.21136 39000 421 100 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:36:26Z EZY92NB 48.11055,6.030945 39025 423 100 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:35:23Z EZY92NB 48.132477,5.849396 39025 424 100 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:34:22Z EZY92NB 48.153542,5.675988 39000 424 100 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:33:19Z EZY92NB 48.175598,5.490911 39025 423 100 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:32:18Z EZY92NB 48.195877,5.316608 39025 425 99 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:31:16Z EZY92NB 48.216751,5.136883 39025 426 99 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:30:10Z EZY92NB 48.238586,4.944552 39000 423 98 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:30:04Z EZY92NB 48.240601,4.924762 39000 423 98 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:29:58Z EZY92NB 48.242271,4.90807 39000 424 99 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:29:52Z EZY92NB 48.244553,4.889639 38975 426 103 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:29:46Z EZY92NB 48.24678,4.876239 38975 429 107 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:28:44Z EZY92NB 48.297855,4.702799 39000 432 114 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:27:43Z EZY92NB 48.347122,4.539748 39000 432 113 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:26:40Z EZY92NB 48.398594,4.366126 39000 435 114 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:25:39Z EZY92NB 48.447098,4.200651 39025 438 113 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:24:36Z EZY92NB 48.492462,4.021348 38975 437 108 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:24:30Z EZY92NB 48.496811,4.001629 38975 437 108 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T07:24:18Z EZY92NB 48.504456,3.965431 39000 436 105 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:24:12Z EZY92NB 48.507107,3.950163 38975 433 100 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:23:09Z EZY92NB 48.521629,3.755517 39000 433 95 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:22:06Z EZY92NB 48.533268,3.567593 39000 435 95 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:21:03Z EZY92NB 48.544628,3.38032 39000 437 95 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:20:00Z EZY92NB 48.555801,3.188926 39025 439 94 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:18:57Z EZY92NB 48.567169,2.990746 39000 441 94 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:17:54Z EZY92NB 48.577789,2.796795 39000 441 94 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:16:51Z EZY92NB 48.588058,2.60759 38975 441 94 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:15:48Z EZY92NB 48.597744,2.418365 38975 440 94 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:14:45Z EZY92NB 48.615509,2.226351 39025 445 100 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:13:39Z EZY92NB 48.640091,2.023879 39075 450 99 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:13:33Z EZY92NB 48.642014,2.005287 39050 450 99 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:13:27Z EZY92NB 48.644062,1.986791 39025 452 101 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:13:21Z EZY92NB 48.647182,1.965902 39025 454 105 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:13:15Z EZY92NB 48.650345,1.94958 39000 456 108 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:13:09Z EZY92NB 48.654816,1.931136 39000 459 113 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:13:03Z EZY92NB 48.659821,1.914297 39000 460 116 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:12:57Z EZY92NB 48.665863,1.897254 39000 462 120 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:12:50Z EZY92NB 48.672878,1.880469 39000 465 125 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:12:44Z EZY92NB 48.680511,1.864785 39000 466 129 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:12:38Z EZY92NB 48.688889,1.85007 39000 468 133 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T07:11:58Z EZY92NB 48.766121,1.769666 39000 472 150 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:10:55Z EZY92NB 48.881294,1.669777 39000 472 150 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:09:52Z EZY92NB 48.999489,1.565913 38575 469 149 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:08:50Z EZY92NB 49.116577,1.462097 38000 465 149 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:07:47Z EZY92NB 49.231739,1.359558 37100 466 149 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:06:44Z EZY92NB 49.350677,1.253164 36875 468 149 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:05:41Z EZY92NB 49.467945,1.146661 35600 473 149 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:04:38Z EZY92NB 49.586979,1.037094 34375 475 148 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:03:37Z EZY92NB 49.69875,0.932576 34000 476 148 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:02:34Z EZY92NB 49.819061,0.81971 32775 480 148 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:02:28Z EZY92NB 49.829983,0.809425 32650 481 147 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:02:19Z EZY92NB 49.846321,0.793094 32425 481 144 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:02:07Z EZY92NB 49.866852,0.768248 32125 482 137 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:01:04Z EZY92NB 49.966797,0.61271 30600 482 134 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T07:00:01Z EZY92NB 50.065887,0.456439 29450 470 134 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:58:57Z EZY92NB 50.160873,0.306504 28400 449 138 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:57:54Z EZY92NB 50.26236,0.17957 27000 437 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:56:49Z EZY92NB 50.366409,0.05016 26425 433 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:55:44Z EZY92NB 50.469608,-0.07898 24375 417 140 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:54:43Z EZY92NB 50.55648,-0.18729 22800 407 141 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:53:48Z EZY92NB 50.62933,-0.29886 20975 388 132 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:52:44Z EZY92NB 50.707401,-0.43228 18625 378 133 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T06:51:28Z EZY92NB 50.794781,-0.5799 15600 359 133 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:51:18Z EZY92NB 50.807281,-0.60046 15125 356 136 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:51:08Z EZY92NB 50.81863,-0.6159 14775 346 145 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:51:02Z EZY92NB 50.82666,-0.62363 14500 345 152 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:50:39Z EZY92NB 50.863953,-0.634995 13400 350 189 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:50:16Z EZY92NB 50.897964,-0.616942 12825 349 203 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:49:43Z EZY92NB 50.946304,-0.58403 12075 345 203 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:49:31Z EZY92NB 50.964661,-0.571438 11775 343 203 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:49:19Z EZY92NB 50.986679,-0.556368 11425 340 203 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:49:08Z EZY92NB 50.997116,-0.549242 11275 337 203 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:48:56Z EZY92NB 51.014557,-0.537514 11000 321 202 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:48:44Z EZY92NB 51.030533,-0.526824 10725 303 203 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:48:32Z EZY92NB 51.045368,-0.516739 10475 287 203 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:48:17Z EZY92NB 51.066467,-0.502402 9950 265 203 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:48:09Z EZY92NB 51.073196,-0.497874 9625 263 202 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:48:03Z EZY92NB 51.080746,-0.492706 9300 263 203 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:47:57Z EZY92NB 51.086239,-0.488739 8950 264 207 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:47:51Z EZY92NB 51.092194,-0.483547 8650 265 216 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:47:45Z EZY92NB 51.097736,-0.476608 8325 264 226 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:47:39Z EZY92NB 51.102585,-0.467364 8050 262 238 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:47:27Z EZY92NB 51.108398,-0.445095 7500 252 254 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:47:15Z EZY92NB 51.112656,-0.420524 6725 248 254 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T06:46:49Z EZY92NB 51.119843,-0.377098 5475 238 255 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:46:37Z EZY92NB 51.122688,-0.35965 5000 229 255 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:46:31Z EZY92NB 51.124557,-0.348222 4625 227 255 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:46:25Z EZY92NB 51.125793,-0.340353 4325 225 255 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:46:19Z EZY92NB 51.127392,-0.330429 3925 224 256 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:46:13Z EZY92NB 51.129684,-0.315115 3400 224 256 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:46:05Z EZY92NB 51.130692,-0.308508 3100 222 256 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:45:59Z EZY92NB 51.132095,-0.298996 2800 219 256 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:45:53Z EZY92NB 51.133583,-0.289001 2500 215 256 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:45:47Z EZY92NB 51.134792,-0.280533 2275 209 256 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:45:41Z EZY92NB 51.136139,-0.271318 2100 201 256 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:45:35Z EZY92NB 51.137375,-0.262855 1950 192 256 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:45:29Z EZY92NB 51.138752,-0.253754 1800 185 256 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:45:23Z EZY92NB 51.139801,-0.24697 1650 177 256 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:45:17Z EZY92NB 51.140984,-0.239258 1475 170 255 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:45:11Z EZY92NB 51.142593,-0.228857 1200 160 255 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:45:03Z EZY92NB 51.1436,-0.222547 1000 158 256 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:44:57Z EZY92NB 51.144711,-0.215073 700 159 256 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:44:51Z EZY92NB 51.145454,-0.209656 500 157 257 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:44:45Z EZY92NB 51.146572,-0.202026 225 157 257 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:44:39Z EZY92NB 51.147362,-0.196152 25 159 258 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:44:33Z EZY92NB 51.148411,-0.188389 0 150 258 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T06:44:21Z EZY92NB 51.15004,-0.176563 0 100 258 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:44:12Z EZY92NB 51.150822,-0.170863 0 64 258 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:44:04Z EZY92NB 51.151291,-0.167504 0 20 258 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:43:37Z EZY92NB 51.151356,-0.167007 0 9 255 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:43:24Z EZY92NB 51.151417,-0.166576 0 26 227 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:43:16Z EZY92NB 51.151806,-0.166298 0 24 171 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:43:09Z EZY92NB 51.152081,-0.166391 0 21 168 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:43:01Z EZY92NB 51.152321,-0.166465 0 16 168 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:40:41Z EZY92NB 51.152538,-0.166539 0 10 168 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:40:23Z EZY92NB 51.152763,-0.166626 0 10 168 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:40:05Z EZY92NB 51.152973,-0.166688 0 11 168 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:39:48Z EZY92NB 51.153183,-0.166759 0 11 163 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:39:17Z EZY92NB 51.153534,-0.166948 0 11 151 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:39:02Z EZY92NB 51.153774,-0.167198 0 13 112 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:38:26Z EZY92NB 51.153809,-0.16782 0 0 318 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:31:02Z EZY92NB 51.153614,-0.169342 0 30 78 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:30:32Z EZY92NB 51.153225,-0.172181 0 28 78 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:30:26Z EZY92NB 51.15316,-0.172634 0 25 75 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:30:20Z EZY92NB 51.153099,-0.173109 0 19 92 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:30:11Z EZY92NB 51.153168,-0.173499 0 16 135 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:29:53Z EZY92NB 51.153461,-0.173817 0 15 98 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:26:59Z EZY92NB 51.153183,-0.176201 0 25 78 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






30T06:26:06Z EZY92NB 51.152287,-0.179634 0 24 78 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:26:00Z EZY92NB 51.152252,-0.180073 0 26 78 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:25:51Z EZY92NB 51.152115,-0.180996 0 33 75 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:25:45Z EZY92NB 51.152046,-0.181479 0 33 73 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:25:39Z EZY92NB 51.151947,-0.182076 0 29 78 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:25:30Z EZY92NB 51.151867,-0.182953 0 20 84 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:24:34Z EZY92NB 51.151833,-0.183372 0 0 84 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:24:20Z EZY92NB 51.151821,-0.183601 0 17 78 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:23:47Z EZY92NB 51.151634,-0.18507 0 25 75 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:23:38Z EZY92NB 51.151566,-0.185566 0 24 75 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:23:29Z EZY92NB 51.15147,-0.186195 0 23 87 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:23:21Z EZY92NB 51.151566,-0.186749 0 20 129 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:23:06Z EZY92NB 51.152,-0.187046 0 19 168 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:22:54Z EZY92NB 51.152332,-0.187157 0 14 168 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:19:50Z EZY92NB 51.152309,-0.187092 0 10 149 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:19:26Z EZY92NB 51.152298,-0.186577 0 10 87 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-
30T06:19:09Z EZY92NB 51.152355,-0.186267 0 10 78 
1.47E+09 
2016-08-






Appendix E Trajectories Data for DL407 
Timestamp UTC Callsign Position Altitude Speed Direction 
1472631163 
2016-08-
31T08:12:43Z DAL407 47.462368,8.557903 0 24 272 
1472631157 
2016-08-
31T08:12:37Z DAL407 47.462345,8.558279 0 24 267 
1472631151 
2016-08-
31T08:12:31Z DAL407 47.462368,8.558676 0 22 227 
1472631144 
2016-08-
31T08:12:24Z DAL407 47.462574,8.558968 0 20 182 
1472631108 
2016-08-
31T08:11:48Z DAL407 47.4645,8.5573 0 125 60 
1472631067 
2016-08-
31T08:11:07Z DAL407 47.4688,8.5542 0 125 49 
1472631034 
2016-08-
31T08:10:34Z DAL407 47.480202,8.5387 1175 141 137 
1472631021 
2016-08-
31T08:10:21Z DAL407 47.483398,8.5344 1250 140 137 
1472631013 
2016-08-
31T08:10:13Z DAL407 47.486801,8.5296 1350 139 137 
1472631005 
2016-08-
31T08:10:05Z DAL407 47.491798,8.5229 1475 138 138 
1472630983 
2016-08-
31T08:09:43Z DAL407 47.499939,8.511726 1650 137 136 
1472630971 
2016-08-
31T08:09:31Z DAL407 47.505161,8.504615 1800 140 137 
1472630962 
2016-08-
31T08:09:22Z DAL407 47.508839,8.499685 1900 139 137 
1472630956 
2016-08-
31T08:09:16Z DAL407 47.511913,8.49546 1975 139 137 
1472630950 
2016-08-
31T08:09:10Z DAL407 47.515682,8.490249 2075 140 137 
1472630937 
2016-08-
31T08:08:57Z DAL407 47.520523,8.483628 2200 141 137 
1472630931 
2016-08-
31T08:08:51Z DAL407 47.523102,8.480141 2275 141 137 
1472630922 
2016-08-
31T08:08:42Z DAL407 47.527462,8.474192 2375 141 137 
1472630916 
2016-08-
31T08:08:36Z DAL407 47.530334,8.470253 2450 143 137 
1472630910 
2016-08-
31T08:08:30Z DAL407 47.533264,8.46627 2525 144 137 
1472630904 
2016-08-






31T08:08:18Z DAL407 47.539333,8.457994 2700 142 136 
1472630892 
2016-08-
31T08:08:12Z DAL407 47.542404,8.453768 2775 143 136 
1472630886 
2016-08-
31T08:08:06Z DAL407 47.545105,8.449965 2850 143 136 
1472630880 
2016-08-
31T08:08:00Z DAL407 47.547913,8.446152 2925 144 137 
1472630874 
2016-08-
31T08:07:54Z DAL407 47.551575,8.441071 3000 144 137 
1472630868 
2016-08-
31T08:07:48Z DAL407 47.554733,8.436813 3100 146 137 
1472630862 
2016-08-
31T08:07:42Z DAL407 47.556789,8.433979 3150 150 137 
1472630856 
2016-08-
31T08:07:36Z DAL407 47.55986,8.429894 3225 156 137 
1472630847 
2016-08-
31T08:07:27Z DAL407 47.566086,8.421432 3400 165 136 
1472630841 
2016-08-
31T08:07:21Z DAL407 47.568283,8.418411 3450 168 136 
1472630835 
2016-08-
31T08:07:15Z DAL407 47.571777,8.413555 3550 173 136 
1472630829 
2016-08-
31T08:07:09Z DAL407 47.575363,8.408484 3650 177 136 
1472630823 
2016-08-
31T08:07:03Z DAL407 47.57872,8.403717 3725 182 136 
1472630814 
2016-08-
31T08:06:54Z DAL407 47.584442,8.395879 3900 188 139 
1472630808 
2016-08-
31T08:06:48Z DAL407 47.588631,8.390596 3975 189 140 
1472630802 
2016-08-
31T08:06:42Z DAL407 47.592587,8.385879 4075 191 140 
1472630796 
2016-08-
31T08:06:36Z DAL407 47.596451,8.381089 4175 191 137 
1472630790 
2016-08-
31T08:06:30Z DAL407 47.600456,8.375525 4300 192 132 
1472630784 
2016-08-
31T08:06:24Z DAL407 47.60408,8.369453 4400 195 123 
1472630778 
2016-08-
31T08:06:18Z DAL407 47.60701,8.362312 4525 197 113 
1472630772 
2016-08-
31T08:06:12Z DAL407 47.608978,8.355309 4625 200 109 
1472630766 
2016-08-
31T08:06:06Z DAL407 47.610901,8.347 4700 203 108 
1472630758 
2016-08-






31T08:05:48Z DAL407 47.616421,8.322495 5000 208 109 
1472630738 
2016-08-
31T08:05:38Z DAL407 47.619263,8.310453 5200 208 110 
1472630723 
2016-08-
31T08:05:23Z DAL407 47.623764,8.289322 5375 210 95 
1472630715 
2016-08-
31T08:05:15Z DAL407 47.622299,8.2695 5325 226 64 
1472630707 
2016-08-
31T08:05:07Z DAL407 47.617699,8.2577 5450 231 52 
1472630695 
2016-08-
31T08:04:55Z DAL407 47.6101,8.2434 5675 237 51 
1472630676 
2016-08-
31T08:04:36Z DAL407 47.599777,8.223953 5800 246 52 
1472630666 
2016-08-
31T08:04:26Z DAL407 47.592819,8.210495 5750 256 48 
1472630656 
2016-08-
31T08:04:16Z DAL407 47.5849,8.197586 5850 262 33 
1472630646 
2016-08-
31T08:04:06Z DAL407 47.574692,8.188797 5975 265 17 
1472630635 
2016-08-
31T08:03:55Z DAL407 47.564003,8.184673 6125 268 11 
1472630625 
2016-08-
31T08:03:45Z DAL407 47.552086,8.181082 6275 272 11 
1472630615 
2016-08-
31T08:03:35Z DAL407 47.539581,8.177605 6475 276 10 
1472630605 
2016-08-
31T08:03:25Z DAL407 47.526352,8.173416 6700 280 21 
1472630595 
2016-08-
31T08:03:15Z DAL407 47.513672,8.164215 7050 285 39 
1472630585 
2016-08-
31T08:03:05Z DAL407 47.505257,8.152349 7375 288 55 
1472630575 
2016-08-
31T08:02:55Z DAL407 47.497433,8.131433 7875 292 75 
1472630546 
2016-08-
31T08:02:26Z DAL407 47.500366,8.075726 9175 295 108 
1472630534 
2016-08-
31T08:02:14Z DAL407 47.505302,8.053682 9600 302 108 
1472630522 
2016-08-
31T08:02:02Z DAL407 47.510513,8.030251 9950 313 108 
1472630510 
2016-08-
31T08:01:50Z DAL407 47.515961,8.005669 10225 327 108 
1472630498 
2016-08-
31T08:01:38Z DAL407 47.521774,7.979645 10575 338 108 
1472630486 
2016-08-






31T08:00:53Z DAL407 47.544571,7.879051 12775 352 108 
1472630420 
2016-08-
31T08:00:20Z DAL407 47.562096,7.802969 14100 355 108 
1472630387 
2016-08-
31T07:59:47Z DAL407 47.57988,7.725572 15075 365 108 
1472630353 
2016-08-
31T07:59:13Z DAL407 47.598267,7.647377 15475 383 109 
1472630320 
2016-08-
31T07:58:40Z DAL407 47.618099,7.564509 17125 381 109 
1472630257 
2016-08-
31T07:57:37Z DAL407 47.65274,7.407738 19625 393 107 
1472630194 
2016-08-
31T07:56:34Z DAL407 47.687897,7.244453 22250 404 107 
1472630131 
2016-08-
31T07:55:31Z DAL407 47.723911,7.07597 24950 416 107 
1472630070 
2016-08-
31T07:54:30Z DAL407 47.759338,6.909133 26600 428 107 
1472630007 
2016-08-
31T07:53:27Z DAL407 47.796719,6.731661 27950 433 107 
1472629945 
2016-08-
31T07:52:25Z DAL407 47.834656,6.549088 29025 444 107 
1472629883 
2016-08-
31T07:51:23Z DAL407 47.871387,6.370873 30125 455 107 
1472629822 
2016-08-
31T07:50:22Z DAL407 47.909225,6.186127 31000 469 106 
1472629761 
2016-08-
31T07:49:21Z DAL407 47.947269,5.998183 31000 466 106 
1472629700 
2016-08-
31T07:48:20Z DAL407 47.984558,5.812542 31000 459 106 
1472629639 
2016-08-
31T07:47:19Z DAL407 48.021564,5.626056 31625 469 106 
1472629577 
2016-08-
31T07:46:17Z DAL407 48.060471,5.428413 33250 468 106 
1472629515 
2016-08-
31T07:45:15Z DAL407 48.097275,5.239861 34775 466 106 
1472629452 
2016-08-
31T07:44:12Z DAL407 48.134548,5.046527 36425 456 105 
1472629391 
2016-08-
31T07:43:11Z DAL407 48.16951,4.863257 37000 455 105 
1472629328 
2016-08-
31T07:42:08Z DAL407 48.207123,4.664564 37425 464 105 
1472629267 
2016-08-
31T07:41:07Z DAL407 48.241379,4.481084 38825 461 105 
1472629204 
2016-08-






31T07:39:00Z DAL407 48.313354,4.090672 39000 465 105 
1472629077 
2016-08-
31T07:37:57Z DAL407 48.349808,3.889738 39000 467 105 
1472629014 
2016-08-
31T07:36:54Z DAL407 48.385326,3.691695 39000 468 104 
1472628951 
2016-08-
31T07:35:51Z DAL407 48.419952,3.495554 39000 469 104 
1472628890 
2016-08-
31T07:34:50Z DAL407 48.452499,3.307318 39000 468 104 
1472628827 
2016-08-
31T07:33:47Z DAL407 48.486809,3.107541 39000 469 104 
1472628765 
2016-08-
31T07:32:45Z DAL407 48.522812,2.906166 39000 469 105 
1472628702 
2016-08-
31T07:31:42Z DAL407 48.555984,2.706612 39000 473 99 
1472628639 
2016-08-
31T07:30:39Z DAL407 48.575912,2.505798 39000 474 98 
1472628575 
2016-08-
31T07:29:35Z DAL407 48.596283,2.290509 39000 474 98 
1472628512 
2016-08-
31T07:28:32Z DAL407 48.615154,2.087475 39025 474 97 
1472628451 
2016-08-
31T07:27:31Z DAL407 48.63295,1.891268 39000 474 97 
1472628388 
2016-08-
31T07:26:28Z DAL407 48.651371,1.6851 39000 475 97 
1472628325 
2016-08-
31T07:25:25Z DAL407 48.669575,1.476938 39000 474 97 
1472628262 
2016-08-
31T07:24:22Z DAL407 48.687263,1.269427 39000 475 97 
1472628199 
2016-08-
31T07:23:19Z DAL407 48.704681,1.061378 39000 476 97 
1472628136 
2016-08-
31T07:22:16Z DAL407 48.72171,0.853131 39000 477 96 
1472628075 
2016-08-
31T07:21:15Z DAL407 48.737541,0.654915 39000 477 96 
1472628012 
2016-08-
31T07:20:12Z DAL407 48.753891,0.445087 39000 478 96 
1472627949 
2016-08-
31T07:19:09Z DAL407 48.769802,0.236278 39000 479 96 
1472627886 
2016-08-


























1.026447 39000 486 95 
1472627513 
2016-08-
31T07:11:53Z DAL407 48.870586,-1.2283 39000 487 95 
1472627451 
2016-08-










1.865211 39025 482 94 
1472627263 
2016-08-


































































































6.256855 38975 527 91 
1472626013 
2016-08-




























































9.222156 39000 502 90 
1472625203 
2016-08-






















































































































50.047092 39000 550 83 
1472613724 
2016-08-


































































































































































































































































































































































65.448753 37000 517 68 
1472609156 
2016-08-






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































73.784119 0 24 303 
1472605271 
2016-08-













































73.782669 0 22 171 
1472605152 
2016-08-






































73.783447 0 22 151 
1472605091 
2016-08-



































73.783325 0 2 56 
 
